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ABSTRACT: In this note, we establish several interesting connections between the supergroup gauge theories
and the super integrable systems, i.e. gauge theories with supergroups as their gauge groups and integrable
systems defined on superalgebras. In particular, we construct the super-characteristic polynomials of super-
Toda lattice and elliptic double Calogero-Moser system by considering certain orbifolded instanton partition
functions of their corresponding supergroup gauge theories. We also derive an exotic generalization of sl(2)
XXX spin chain arising from the instanton partition function of SQCD with supergauge group, and study its
Bethe ansatz equation.
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1 Introduction and Summary
It is well-known that supergroups and their underlying superalgebras are the natural extensions of Lie groups
and Lie algebras by including Grassmannian valued generators. In the studies of supersymmetric field theories,
these supergroups typically encode both bosonic and fermionic global space time symmetries. However when
considered as the local or gauge symmetries, a quantum field theory with a supergroup as its gauge group is
inevitably non-unitary due to the violation of spin-statistics, therefore this class of theories has often been over-
looked and not been explored much in the literature. In more recent years, thank to the various advancements in
computational techniques, there have been renewed interests in them and broaden our general understanding in
these exotic quantum field theories. Most notably, the explicit constructions of supergroup gauge via D-branes
and so-called negative/ghost D-branes were given in [1–3] (See [4] also for earlier work), moreover the partition
functions for supergroup gauge instantons have been computed in [5] using equivariant localization. We will
review both of these developments momentarily.
One of the active themes in the studies of supersymmetric gauge theories in various dimensions has been
uncovering their underlying mathematical structures and often connecting them with classical and quantum in-
tegrable systems. This research theme often leads us to obtain useful quantities for given integrable systems as
computed by gauge theoretical means. For example, the generating function of commuting conserved Hamilto-
nians known as characteristic polynomial, can be identified with the generating function of gauge theory chiral
ring [6, 7]. We can further identify the spectral curves of integrable models to the Seiberg-Witten (SW) curve
of gauge theory. Well-known examples include N = 2 SYM/Toda lattice [6] and N = 2∗/Calogero-Moser
(CM) system [8, 9].
It is natural to investigate whether these well-established exact correspondences between the gauge theories
and integrable systems can be extended to their respective super versions. In this paper, we will initiate the study
on such an interesting correspondence between various supersymmetric integrable systems and supergroup
gauge theories. Moreover at the classical level, we can naturally generalize the Lax operators/matrices of
ordinary integrable systems to construct so-called super-Lax operators which take values on the supermatrices.
Several super versions of the known integrable systems have been constructed in this way, including Super-Toda
lattice [10], super spin chain [11, 12], and double Calogero-Moser (dCM) system, a super analog of the well
known Calogero-Moser (CM) system, both trigonometric (tdCM) [13, 14] and elliptic double Calogero-Moser
systems (edCM) [15, 16]. Integrability, which is again defined by the existence of many commuting conserved
Hamiltonians, of dCM system was proved in [13] for the trigonometric, and in [15] for the elliptic cases.
At the quantum level, we would also like to extend the earlier identifications of the commuting quantum
Hamiltonians with the quantum chiral ring operators [17–19] to the supergroup cases. To achieve this, in addi-
tion to putting the supersymmetric gauge theories on the so-called Ω-background and taking appropriate limit
[20], it is important recognize the need for further introducing the co-dimension two surface defect in the gauge
theory through appropriate orbifolding procedures [21, 22]. Introducing such a surface defect (more precisely
full surface defect) into the gauge theory generates chainsaw quiver structure. For G-gauge theory, such a
quiver structure is equipped with a set of gauge couplings (qi)i=1,...,rkG, which will later be identified with
the canonical coordinates of the underlying quantum integrable systems. This allows us to reproduce the quan-
tum conserved Hamiltonians from gauge theory [15], and the further identification between instanton partition
function and quantum wave function [16]. We will generalize these procedures to the various supergroup gauge
theories.
In the subsequent sections, we will first review on D-brane realization [2] of supergroup gauge theories
and their instanton configurations [5] in Section 2. We then reconstruct the conserved Hamiltonians from the
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instanton configuration of supergroup gauge theory following the procedure in [15]: We first show that the
saddle point equations of super instanton partition function under Nekrasov-Shatashvili (NS) limit reproduces
Bethe ansatz equation (BAE) of the corresponding super integrable system, and further calculate the conserved
Hamiltonians of the integrable systems. We have successfully established gauge/integrability correspondence
for pure supergroup gauge theory and super-Toda lattice in Section 3, supergroup QCD/super-XXX spin chain
in Section 4, and N = 2∗/edCM system in Section 5.
2 Supergroup Gauge Theory
2.1 D-brane Construction
One important application of string theory is the construction of various gauge theories using D-branes. For
the gauge theories with ordinary Lie groups as their gauge groups, the D-brane constructions are well-known.
The D-brane constructions of the gauge theories with supergroups as their gauge groups were first considered
in [1, 4], and later studied in various other papers such as [2, 23–28]. To construct a D-brane system realizing
super gauge groups, one need to introduce the concept of negative brane (or ghost brane) for which we will
have a brief review below, see [1, 2] for details.
On the string world sheet, D-brane acts as its boundary. In the presence of multiple D-branes, a Chan-Paton
factor, which takes a value in the vector space CN for a stack of N D-branes, is assigned to each string in order
to identify which D-brane it ends on. These Chan-Paton factors, though non-dynamical on the world sheet, give
rise to N labels that generates U(N) gauge group in the target space. The Dirac quantization requires N to be
an integer, this however does not exclude the possibility of N being negative. A negative Chan-Paton factor
can be realized by introducing additional minus sign to certain subset of boundary states, i. e. the Chan-Paton
factor now takes the value in a graded vector space Cn+|n− with the mixed signatures:(
+1n+ 0
0 −1n−
)
. (2.1)
The additional vector space with negative signature corresponds to the additional n− negative branes which
carry an additional negative sign with respect to the boundary states hence the Chan-Paton factors corresponding
to the usual positive branes. This distinguishes them from the more commonly encountered anti-branes which
only carry an negative sign for the the RR sector, and preserve the opposite space-time supersymmetries. A
system consisting of both positive and negative branes can preserve the same space time supersymmetries.
Moreover due to the negative sign in their NS-NS sector, a negative brane carries negative tension and anti-
gravitates, this feature again differs from the anti-brane which gravitates.
Let us focus on the world volume theory of a stack of coinciding n+ positive D3 and n− negative D3
branes. The extra minus sign introduced in negative brane means an open string connecting a positive and a
negative branes have the opposite of usual statistics. An open string with both ends on negative branes have
usual statistics since the two minus signs from both ends cancel. This enhances an U(n+) × U(n−) quiver
gauge group to an U(n+|n−) super-gauge group, i.e. a supermatrix unitary group, U ∈ End(Cn+|n−) with
U−1 = U†,
U =
(
A B
C D
)
∈ U(n+|n−) (2.2)
where A and D are n+ × n+ and n− × n− even graded matrices with complex number entries and B and C
are n+ × n− and n− × n+ odd graded matrices whose entries are Grassmannian (B.3). An odd graded matrix
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means its elements are subject to anti-commutation relation instead of commutation relation,
BijCkl = (−1)CklBij . (2.3)
Let us consider an N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) theory with super gauge group U(n+|n−) realized in
the world volumes of n+ positive D3-branes and n− negative D3-branes, the Lagrangian density can be written
as:
1
g2
[
strF 2 +
6∑
i=1
str(DΦi)2 + · · ·
]
=
1
g2
[
trF 2+ − trF 2− +
6∑
i=1
tr(DΦi+)
2 −
6∑
i=1
tr(DΦi−)
2 + · · ·
]
,
(2.4)
where we have only listed out the contributions charged under the bosonic subgroup U(n+) × U(n−) ⊂
U(n+|n−), and we denote them with subscripts + and −. There are however few obvious features which
distinguish the gauge theory with U(n+|n−) and U(n+)×U(n−) gauge group. First we notice from (2.4) that
the kinetic energy is unbounded from below thus the U(n+|n−) theory is manifestly non-unitary. This arises
from the relative minus sign in (2.4) between positive and negative field strength gauge coupling τ+ = −τ− :=
τ =
4pii
g2
+
θ
2pi
. The Yang-Mills action can be evaluated in the instanton background as [5, 29]:
exp
[
−2piiτ
16pi2
∫
strF 2
]
= exp[2piiτ(k+ − k−)] = e2piiτ+k+e2piiτ−k− , (2.5)
where k± are both non-negative integers. As the result, the instanton configurations of supergroup consist
of positive and negative instantons, with the counting parameters q± = e2piiτ± now satisfy the relation:
q+ = q
−1
− := q = e
2piiτ . In addition, we will see momentarily in the localization computation that two
bosonic subgroups of U(n+|n−) are oppositely charged under Ω-background deformation, this is different
from the U(n+)×U(n−) quiver gauge theory whose two sub-groups are equally charged under Ω-background
deformation.
2.2 Instanton Moduli Space for Supergroup Gauge Theory
We will start with a brief review about the construction of supergroup instanton configuration, namely Atiyah-
Drinfeld-Hitchin-Manin (ADHM) construction [30] of super instantons, more details can be found in [5]. Let
us define the graded vector spaces:
N = Cn+|n− = Cn+ ⊕ Cn− = N+ ⊕N− (2.6a)
K = Ck+|k− = Ck+ ⊕ Ck− = K+ ⊕K− (2.6b)
where the ±-sign in the subscript indicates the signature of the respective sub-space. These are the Chan-Paton
factors of the corresponding brane configuration:
Brane Type Signature of Chan-Paton factor # of Branes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
D(−1)+ Positive k+
D(−1)− Negative k−
D3+ Positive n+ x x x x
D3− Negative n− x x x x
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The ADHM matrices can be realized as the open strings stretching between the D(-1)-D3 configuration. The
matrices B1,2 ∈ Hom(K,K) label the open strings having both ends on D(-1) branes, I ∈ Hom(N,K) and
J ∈ Hom(K,N) represents the open strings with one end attached to D(-1) branes and the other end on D3
branes. In particular I and J can be further decomposed into:
I = I+ ⊕ I−; J = J+ ⊕ J− (2.7)
where Iσ ∈ Hom(Nσ,K), Jσ ∈ Hom(K,Nσ) for σ = ±. Defining the instanton moduli space by
Mn+,n−,k+,k− = {(B1, B2, I, J) | µR = ζ>0, µC = 0}/U(k+|k−), (2.8)
where the real and complex momentum maps are:
µR = [B1, B
†
1] + [B2, B
†
2] + II
† − J†J = [B1, B†1] + [B2, B†2] + I+I†+ − I−I†− − J†+J+ + J†−J−; (2.9a)
µC = [B1, B2] + IJ = [B1, B2] + I+J+ − I−J−. (2.9b)
We will now show that the instanton vector space K = K+ ⊕ K− is generated by two independent sets of
ADHM data by proving the following stability condition:
K+ = C[B1, B2]I+(N+); K− = C[B†1, B
†
2]J
†
−(N−). (2.10)
Proof: We will prove this condition by contradiction. Let us denote
K′+ = C[B1, B2]I+(N+) ⊂ K+; K′− = C[B†1, B†2]J†−(N−) ⊂ K−. (2.11)
Assuming there exists K⊥± = K± −K′±, we can define the projection operators P± : K→ K⊥±, P± = P 2± =
P †± such that P±B1,2 = B1,2P±, P±I+ = P±J
†
− = 0. As the projection only acts on one of the graded
sub-spaces P+I− = 0, P−J
†
+ = 0. We will prove this by contradiction that existence of such K
⊥
± violates the
stability condition defining moduli space in (2.8). One may consider the projection of real momentum map µR
to K⊥+ space:
ζ>01K⊥+ = P+µRP+ = [(P+B1P+), (P+B1P+)
†] + [(P+B2P+), (P+B2P+)†]− P+J+J†+P+. (2.12)
Taking the trace on the both sides of the equation above yields:
0 ≤ tr(ζ>01K⊥+ ) = −tr(P+J
†
+J+P+) ≤ 0 (2.13)
This means K⊥+ = 0. A similar argument applies to P−, and one finds that K
⊥
− = 0 also. q.e.d.
By using the stability condition, the moduli space can now be written via Hyper Kähler quotient:
Mn+,n−,k+,k− = {(B1, B2, I, J) | µC = 0}//GL(k+|k−). (2.14)
The action of local transformation g ∈ GL(k+|k−) and h ∈ GL(n+|n−) on ADHM variables is given by
(g, h) : (B1, B2, I, J)→ (gB1g−1, gB2g−1, gIh−1, hJg−1). (2.15)
The instanton partition function of supergroup gauge theory is equivalent integral over ADHM moduli space:
Z instU(n+|n−) =
∑
k+,k−
qk+−k−ZU(n+|n−) with ZU(n+|n−) =
∫
Mn+,n−,k+,k−
1. (2.16)
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We can now introduce the Ω-deformation
(q1, q2) : (B1, B2, I, J)→ (q1B1, q2B2, I, q1q2J), (2.17)
such that the fix points on the moduli spaceMn+,n−,k+,k− are defined where the Ω-deformation can be can-
celed by local transformation (2.15). Using the stability condition, one can show that I− = 0 = J+ at the fixed
points. This implies that B1 and B2 commute at the fixed points. Each saddle point in K± can be labeled by
K+ : B
i−1
1 B
j−1
2 I+(N+), K− : (B
†
1)
i−1(B†2)
j−1J†−(N−). (2.18)
This means that each fixed point can be labeled by a set of partitions (Young diagrams) (~λ+, ~λ−) = {λ+α=1,...,n+ , λ−β=1,...,n−}.
Since our system is defined upon supergroup, the super-character of ADHM data is taken by supertrace:
N = sch(N) = ch(N+)− ch(N−) = N+ −N−, (2.19a)
K = sch(K) = ch(K+)− ch(K−) = K+ −K−. (2.19b)
The characters can be written as:
N+ =
n+∑
α=1
ea
+
α , K+ =
n+∑
α=1
ea
+
α
∑
(i,j)∈λ+α
qi−11 q
j−1
2 , (2.20a)
N− =
n−∑
β=1
ea
−
β , K− =
n−∑
β=1
ea
−
β q−1+
∑
(i,j)∈λ−β
q1−i1 q
1−i
2 , (2.20b)
where q+ = q1q2. The additional power of q−1+ comes from the fact that J carries a charge of q1q2 = q+ in the
Ω-background.
For each positive and negative instanton, we have instanton counting parameter q± = e2piiτ± . The 4d
instanton partition function (2.16) becomes a contour integral [5]
Z instU(n+|n−) =
∮
Γ+×Γ−
∏
σ=±
[
kσ∏
s=1
dφσa
2pii
zinstnσ,kσ (φ
σ, aσ)
]
k+∏
s=1
k−∏
t=1
(φ+−2st − 21)(φ+−2st − 22)
φ+−2st (φ
+−2
st − 2+)
×
k+∏
s=1
n−∏
β=1
(φ+s − a−β )(φ+s − a−β + +)
k−∏
t=1
n+∏
α=1
(φ−t − a+α )(φ−t − a+α + +) (2.21)
where φσσ
′
st = φ
σ
s − φσ
′
t and with
zinstn,k(φ, a) =
1
k!
(
+
12
)k k∏
s<t
φ2st(φ
2
st − 2+)
(φ2st − 21)(φ2st − 22)
k∏
s=1
n∏
α=1
1
(φs − aα)(φs − aα + +) . (2.22)
Let us assume that 1, 2 have positive imaginary part. The contour Γ± is chosen to be
Γ+ = (R+ ia+Im)
k+ , a+Im = minα=1,...,n+
{Im(a+α )} (2.23a)
Γ− = (R+ ia−Im)
k− , a−Im = max
β=1,...,n−
{Im(a−β )}. (2.23b)
Notice that the power counting of integration variable φσs is of degree -2, which vanishes quickly when integra-
tion variables approaching infinity, we can therefore enclose our contour accordingly. The contour integration
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can now be evaluated by familiar residue formula, and the poles picked up by integration variables φσ are
φ+ : a+α + (i− 1)1 + (j − 1)2, α = 1, . . . , n+, i, j ∈ N (2.24a)
φ− : a−β − i1 − j2, β = 1, . . . , n−, i, j ∈ N (2.24b)
These poles correspond to the fixed point condition for the ADHM variables (2.18) under the equivariant action.
We may now denote instanton partition function as sum over Young diagrams:
Z instU(n+|n−) =
∑
~λ+,~λ−
q|~λ
+|−|~λ−|ZU(n+|n−)[~λ+, ~λ−]; ZU(n+|n−)[~λ+, ~λ−] = E
[
−SS
∗
P ∗12
+
NN∗
P ∗12
]
, (2.25)
where the dual bundle of X is denoted by X∗, and we define the universal bundle characters
S = S+ − S−, S± = N± − P1P2K±, (2.26)
with
Pi = 1− qi, P12 = (1− q1)(1− q2), (2.27)
which should not be confused with the projector P± mentioned before. The operator E converts the additive
Chern characters to the multiplicative classes:
E
[∑
i
σie
xi
]
=
∏
i
xσii (2.28)
where σi = ±1 is the sign factor associated with each Chern root. This is also obtained as the cohomological
limit of the plethystic exponential.
More generally, if we consider introducing the D0-branes into the D4±-NS5 brane configuration which engi-
neers the five-dimensional quiver super-gauge groups in [5], [2], they will play the role of the gauge instantons.
When we dimension reduce this combined D-brane configuration, we can thus interpret the super-instanton par-
tition function (2.21) as integrating over the zero-mode fluctuations around the moduli space of the D(−1)±/D-
instanton world volume (super) matrix model.
3 Super Toda Lattice and Pure N = 2 Supergroup Gauge Theory
The gauge/integrability correspondence can be calculated in various aspects [15–17, 31]. One important devel-
opment is the identification of q-character [32, 33] (or called T-function) of gauge theory with the characteristic
polynomial of the associated quantum integrable model. For ordinary group, we are able to extract every con-
served Hamiltonian of the integrable model from q-character, see [15] for details. We will show that the same
procedure can be extended to supergroup case. In particular in this chapter we will reconstruct Hamiltonian of
super Toda lattice from pure N = 2 supergroup gauge theory.
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3.1 Bethe Ansatz Equation from Instanton Partition Function
Starting with the instanton partition function of pureN = 2 SYM theory with U(n+|n−) gauge group is given
in (2.25), which consists of four pieces
Z instU(n+|n−) =
∑
(~λ+,~λ−)
q
|~λ+|
+ q
|~λ−|
− E
[
−SS
∗
P ∗12
+
NN∗
P ∗12
]
,
=
∑
(~λ+,~λ−)
q|~λ
+|−|~λ−|Z++vec Z−+vec Z+−vec Z−−vec ,
=
∑
(~λ+,~λ−)
q|~λ
+|−|~λ−| ∏
σ,σ′=±
Zσσ′vec .
(3.1)
In this section, we would like to extend the methods in [15] to supergauge group, the main goal is to extract
conserved commuting Hamiltonians from the T -function or q-character which we will construct subsequently.
The fixed points on the instanton moduli space are labeled by a set of Young diagrams:
{~λ+, ~λ−} = {(λ+,(1), . . . , λ+,(n+)), (λ−,(1), . . . , λ−,(n−))} (3.2)
where each Young diagram is represented by a row vector λσ,(α) = (λσ,(α)1 , λ
σ,(α)
2 , . . . , ) with non-negative
integer entries labeling the number of boxes such that:
λ
σ,(α)
i ≥ λσ,(α)i+1 . (3.3)
We define the following parameters
x+αi = a
+
α + (i− 1)1 + 2λ+,(α)i ; x˚+αi = aα + (i− 1)1, (3.4a)
x−βi = a
−
β − i1 − 2λ−,(β)i ; x˚−βi = a−β − i1, (3.4b)
such that
S+ = N+ − P12K+ =
n+∑
α=1
ea
+
α + P1
n+∑
α=1
∞∑
i=1
(
ex
+
αi − ex˚+αi
)
:= P1X+; (3.5a)
S− = N− − P12K− =
n−∑
β=1
ea
−
β − P1
n−∑
β=1
∞∑
i=1
(
ex
−
βi − ex˚−βi
)
:= −P1X−, (3.5b)
with
X+ =
n+∑
α=1
∞∑
i=1
ex
+
αi , X− =
n−∑
β=1
∞∑
i=1
ex
−
βi . (3.6)
By its definition, Z++vec is exactly the same as ordinary gauge group which had been considered in various earlier
papers [15, 17, 18], thus we will not repeat the calculations here but only give the final result:
Z++vec [λ+] = E
[
−S+S
∗
+
P ∗12
+
N+N
∗
+
P ∗12
]
=
n−∏
α=1
n−∏
β=1
∞∏
i=1
∞∏
j=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(αi)6=(βj)
Γ(−12 (x
+
αi − x+βj − 1))
Γ(−12 (x
+
αi − x+βj))
· Γ(
−1
2 (˚x
+
αi − x˚+βj))
Γ(−12 (˚x
+
αi − x˚+βj − 1))
.
(3.7)
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All the remaining Zσσ′vec in (3.1) are newly introduced by the supergroup structure. We will first present the
results and then discuss how each term is obtained:
Z−−vec [~λ−] =
n−∏
α=1
n−∏
β=1
∞∏
i=1
∞∏
j=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(αi) 6=(βj)
Γ(−12 (x
−
αi − x−βj − 1))
Γ(−12 (x
−
αi − x−βj))
Γ(−12 (˚x
−
αi − x˚−βi))
Γ(−12 (˚x
−
αi − x˚−βj − 1))
; (3.8a)
Z+−vec [~λ+, ~λ−] =
n+∏
α=1
n−∏
β=1
∞∏
i=1
∞∏
j=1
Γ(−12 (x
+
αi − x−βj − 1))
Γ(−12 (x
+
αi − x−βj))
Γ(−12 (˚x
+
αi − x˚−βi))
Γ(−12 (˚x
+
αi − x˚−βj − 1))
; (3.8b)
Z−+vec [~λ+, ~λ−] =
n−∏
α=1
n+∏
β=1
∞∏
i=1
∞∏
j=1
Γ(−12 (x
−
αi − x+βj − 1))
Γ(−12 (x
−
αi − x+βj))
Γ(−12 (˚x
−
αi − x˚+βi))
Γ(−12 (˚x
−
αi − x˚+βj − 1))
. (3.8c)
Here Z−−vec is instanton partition function of U(n−) gauge group by definition. We may simply replace
{[x+], [˚x+]} in (3.7) by {[x−], [˚x−]}, which one obtains (3.8a). The direct supporting character calculation
yields the following results:
Z−−vec [~λ−] = E
[
−S−S
∗
−
P12
+
N−N∗−
P ∗12
]
,
= E
[
−P1X−X
∗
−
P ∗2
+
P1X˚−X˚∗−
P ∗2
]
,
=
∏
(αi)6=(βj)
Γ(−12 (x
−
αi − x−βj − 1))
Γ(−12 (x
−
αi − x−βj))
Γ(−12 (˚x
−
αi − x˚−βi))
Γ(−12 (˚x
−
αi − x˚−βj − 1))
, (3.9)
with N± = P1X˚±. To obtain the last line, we assume |q2| < 1 and use the following equation
E
[
e−x
P ∗2
]
= E
[
ex
P2
]
= E
[ ∞∑
i=0
exqi2
]
=
∞∏
i=0
1
(x+ i2)
= Γ(−12 x)(2)
x
2 . (3.10)
The last equation is obtained from Gauss’s product representation of Gamma function:
Γ(z) = lim
m→∞
mzm!
z(z + 1) · · · (z +m) . (3.11)
The mixed contribution terms Z+−vec [~λ+, ~λ−] and Z−+vec [~λ+, ~λ−] can also be obtained from direct calculations:
Z+−vec [~λ+, ~λ−] = E
[
S+S
∗
−
P ∗12
− N+N
∗
−
P ∗12
]
,
= E
[
−P1X+X
∗
−
P ∗2
+
P1X˚+X˚
∗
−
P ∗2
]
,
=
∏
(αi),(βj)
Γ(−12 (x
+
αi − x−βj − 1))
Γ(−12 (x
+
αi − x−βj))
Γ(−12 (˚x
+
αi − x˚−βi))
Γ(−12 (˚x
+
αi − x˚−βj − 1))
, (3.12a)
Z−+vec [~λ+, ~λ−] = E
[
S−S∗+
P ∗12
− N−N
∗
+
P ∗12
]
,
= E
[
−P1X−X
∗
+
P ∗2
+
P1X˚−X˚∗+
P ∗2
]
,
=
∏
(αi),(βj)
Γ(−12 (x
−
αi − x+βj − 1))
Γ(−12 (x
−
αi − x+βj))
Γ(−12 (˚x
−
αi − x˚+βi))
Γ(−12 (˚x
−
αi − x˚+βj − 1))
. (3.12b)
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Next we would like to consider Nekrasov-Shatashvili limit [15, 18] (NS-limit for short) such that 2 →
0 with 1 =:  fixed [17] for the various pieces we constructed above. In this limit, the vector multiplet
contributions can be approximated by:
Zσσ′vec ≈ exp
[
1
22
∑
(αi) 6=(α′i′)
f(xσαi − xσ
′
α′i′ − )− f(xσαi − xσ
′
α′i′ + )
−f (˚xσαi − x˚σ
′
α′i′ − ) + f (˚xσαi − x˚σ
′
α′i′ + )
]
,
(3.13)
using Stirling approximation of Γ-function and we have introduced the function f(x) = x(log x − 1). More-
over, the scaled variable 2λ
σ,(γ)
i becomes continuous, such that the sum over discrete Young diagrams can be
approximated by continuous integral over a set of infinite integration variables {x+αi, x−βi} defined in (3.4). To
sum up we have:
Z instU(n+|n−) =
∫ ∏
αi
dx+αi
∏
βi
dx−βi exp
[
1
2
Hinst([x+], [x−])
]
,
=
∫ ∏
αi
dx+αi
∏
βi
dx−βi exp
 1
2
∑
σ,σ′=±
Hσσ′([xσ], [xσ′ ]) + 1
2
∑
σ=±
Hσ([xσ])
 , (3.14)
where the instanton functionHinst([x+], [x−]) are
Hσσ′([xσ], [xσ′ ]) = Uσσ′([xσ], [xσ′ ])− Uσσ′([˚xσ], [˚xσ′ ])
Hσ([xσ]) = log q
∑
(αi)
xσαi − log q
∑
(αi)
x˚σαi
(3.15)
and
Uσσ′ = 1
2
∑
(γi) 6=(γ′i′)
f(xσγi − xσ
′
γ′i′ − )− f(xσγi − xσ
′
γ′i′ + ). (3.16)
We will introduce the instanton density ρ(x), which is unity along J = J+ ∪ J−, J+ = ⋃αi [˚x+αi, x+αi], J− =⋃
βi [˚x
−
βi, x
−
βi], and vanishes otherwise. Furthermore we also define
G(x) =
d
dx
log
(x− )
(x+ )
; Rσ
′
(x) =
1
Pσ′(x)Pσ′(x+ )
(3.17)
where P+(x) =
∏n+
α=1(x − a+α ) and P−(x) =
∏n−
β=1(x − a−β ). Combining all together we may rewrite
instanton partition functionHinst as
Hσσ′ = −1
2
PV
∫
Jσ
dx
∫
Jσ′
dy G(x− y) +
∫
Jσ
dx log(Rσ
′
) (3.18)
where the symbol “PV” denotes the principle value integral. Under NS-limit, the whole integration on Hinst is
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dominated by saddle point configuration, the variation of ρ(x) can be done by either varying x+αi or x
−
βi.
0 =
δHinst
δx+αi
=
δH++
δx+αi
+
δH+−
δx+αi
+
δH−+
δx+αi
+
δH+
δx+αi
,
= −
∫
J+
dy G(x+αi − y) +
∫
J−
dy G(x+αi − y) + log(R+(x+αi))− log(R−(x+αi)) + log q;
0 =
δHinst
δx−βi
=
δH+−
δx−βi
+
δH−+
δx−βi
+
δH−−
δx−βi
+
δH−
δx−βi
= +
∫
J+
dy G(x−βi − y)−
∫
J−
dy G(x−βi − y)− log(R+(x−βi)) + log(R−(x−βi))− log q.
(3.19)
Since G(x) is a total derivative, the two saddle point equations can be simplified to
−1 = qQ
+(x+αi − )
Q+(x+αi + )
Q−(x+αi − )
Q−(x+αi + )
,
−1 = qQ
+(x−βi − )
Q+(x−βi + )
Q−(x−βi − )
Q−(x−βi + )
,
(3.20)
with the definition of Q±-function given as:
Q+(x) =
n+∏
α=1
∞∏
i=1
(x− x+αi); Q−(x) =
n−∏
β=1
∞∏
i=1
(x− x−βi). (3.21)
In order to write down T -function associated with this system, we define
y+(x) =
Q+(x)
Q+(x− ) ; y
−(x) =
Q−(x− )
Q−(x)
. (3.22)
Both y+ (resp. y−) becomes degree n+ (resp. n−) polynomial when x±αi = x˚
±
αi. In particular in such a limit,
one may identify that y±(x) form the characteristic polynomials of block diagonal elements of adjoint scalar
Φ = Φ+ ⊕ Φ−, i. e.
y+(x) =
n+∏
α=1
∞∏
i=1
x− a+α − (i− 1)
x− a+α − (i− 1)− 
=
n+∏
α=1
(x− a+α ) = det(x− Φ+), (3.23a)
y−(x) =
n−∏
α=1
∞∏
i=1
x− a−α + i− 
x− a−α + i
=
n−∏
α=1
(x− a−α ) = det(x− Φ−). (3.23b)
The saddle point equations can be expressed in terms of y±(x) function:
0 = 1 + q
y−(x+αi)y
−(x+αi + )
y+(x+αi)y
+(x+αi + )
, (3.24a)
0 = 1 + q
y−(x−βj)y
−(x−βj + )
y+(x−βj)y+(x
−
βj + )
. (3.24b)
To find the resultant Bethe ansatz equation, we consider the twisted superpotential arising from the NS-limit
W = lim
2→0
2 log[Z instU(n+|n−)] =Wclassical +W1-loop +Winst. (3.25)
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The classical twisted superpotential is given by
Wclassical = − log q
n+∑
α=1
(a+α )
2
2
− log q−1
n−∑
β=1
(a−β )
2
2
, (3.26)
and the one loop twisted superpotential is of the form
W1-loop =
∑
σ,σ′=±
1
2
∑
(γi)6=(γ′i′)
f (˚xσγi − x˚σ
′
γ′i′ − )− f (˚xσγi − x˚σ
′
γ′i′ + ), (3.27)
where x˚σγi ∈ {x˚+αi, x˚−βi}. Last but not least, there is the non-perturbative twisted superpotential
Winst = Hinst =
∑
σ,σ′=±
Uσσ′([xσ], [xσ′ ])− Uσσ′([˚xσ], [˚xσ′ ]) (3.28)
where Uσσ′ is defined in (3.16). The twisted superpotential satisfies the equation of motion, which is the twisted
F-term condition for SUSY vacua:
1
2pii
∂W(u)
∂aσγ
= nσγ ; n
σ
γ ∈ Z. (3.29)
The explicit minimization calculation shows that
− a
+
α

log q +
∑
α′ 6=α
log
Γ
(
a+α−a+α′

)
Γ
(
−a
+
α−a+α′

) +∑
β
log
Γ
(
−a
+
α−a−β

)
Γ
(
a+α−a−β

) = 2piin+α ; (3.30a)
a−β

log q +
∑
α
log
Γ
(
−a
−
β −a+α

)
Γ
(
a−β −a+α

) + ∑
β′ 6=β
log
Γ
(
a−β −a−β′

)
Γ
(
−a
−
β −a−β′

) = 2piin−β . (3.30b)
Exponentiating both sides of the above equations yields
1 = q−
a+α
2
∏
α′ 6=α
Γ
(
a+α−a+α′

)
Γ
(
−a
+
α−a+α′

)∏
β
Γ
(
−a
+
α−a−β

)
Γ
(
a+α−a−β

) ; (3.31a)
1 = q
a
−
β
2
∏
β′ 6=β
Γ
(
a−β −a−β′

)
Γ
(
−a
−
β −a−β′

)∏
α
Γ
(
−a
−
β −a+α

)
Γ
(
+
a−β −a+α

) . (3.31b)
Here we propose that (3.31) are the resultant Bethe ansatz equations of super Toda lattice.
In principle, the equations (3.24) are enough for us to define our polynomial T -function. However, we
would like to pause for a moment to introduce an alternative and more elegant way to obtain (3.24a) and
(3.24b). The reader will see shortly the new method greatly simplifies the calculation.
In order to obtain (3.24a) and (3.24b), saddle point approximation is applied to full instanton partition
function under NS-limit, such that one only considers the instanton configuration that dominates the sum of
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all partition in (3.1). The resultant configuration is called saddle-point configuration. This means the partition
function Z instU(n+|n−) can be approximated by
Z instU(n+|n−) ≈ E
[
−SS
∗
P ∗12
]
[~λ+∗ , ~λ
−
∗ ] + · · · . (3.32)
under NS-limit, {~λ±∗ } are the saddle point configurations. To obtain the saddle point equation, we may consider
a small perturbation on the limit shape Young diagram, i. e. adding/subtracting one instanton, and require the
full instanton partition function to remain invariant. Suppose an additional box is added to ~λ+∗ with the character
associated to it denoted as ex, the invariance of the full partition function requires:
0 = E
[
−SS
∗
P ∗12
]
− q+E
[
− (S + P12e
x)(S + P12e
x)∗
P ∗12
]
= E
[
−SS
∗
P ∗12
] [
1− q+E
[
q12e
x(S − P12ex)∗ + Se−x
]]
. (3.33)
Let us define Y -function, which is a generating function of the UV chiral ring operators,
Y (x) =E [−exS∗] = E [−ex(S+ − S−)∗]
=
[∏
α
∞∏
i=1
x− x+αi
x− x+αi − 
]
×
∏
β
∞∏
i=1
x− x−βi
x− x−βi − 
 (3.34)
with the universal bundle S± in (3.5). One may immediately recognize Y (x) is related to y± defined in (3.22)
by
Y (x) =
y+(x)
y−(x)
=
det(x− Φ+)
det(x− Φ−) = sdet(x− Φ)
∣∣∣
UV
. (3.35)
with Φ being adjoint scalar in vector multiplet in (2.4). We have recovered saddle point equation for x = x+αi
in (3.24a) as
0 = 1 +
q+
Y (x+αi)Y (x
+
αi + )
. (3.36)
Similar procedures can be applied to adding one additional box in Young diagram ~λ−∗ .
0 = E
[
−SS
∗
P ∗12
]
− q−E
[
− (S − P12e
x)(S − P12ex)∗
P ∗12
]
= E
[
−SS
∗
P ∗12
] [
1− q−E
[−q12ex(S − P ∗12ex)∗ − Se−x]] (3.37)
and we have recovered (3.24b) as
0 = 1 + q−Y (x−βj)Y (x
−
βj + ). (3.38)
As we have shown, (3.36) and (3.38) successfully reproduced (3.24a) and (3.24b). Using the fact that the
coupling constants are subjects to q+ = q−1− = q, we may rewrite (3.36) and (3.38) into a single equation
0 = 1 +
q
Y (xσγi)Y (x
σ
γi + )
; xσγi = {x+αi, x−βj}. (3.39)
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We can now define the T -function as
T (x) = Y (x+ ) +
q
Y (x)
= sdet(x− Φ)
∣∣∣
IR
. (3.40)
which is identified as the super characteristic function of the U(n+|n−) adjoint scalar Φ in IR. In the absence
of Ω-deformation, by denoting z = Y (x), we have also successfully recovered the SW-curve of U(n+|n−)
gauge group [2]:
sdet(x− Φ) = z + q
z
. (3.41)
We need to address that T -function defined in (3.40) is subjected to the restriction 0 ≤ |q| < 1 such that the
gauge coupling is real (See earlier discussion around (2.4)). The open strings with both ends on positive branes
therefore have kinetic energy bounded from below and the positive branes can be regarded as the physical ones.
Conversely for |q| > 1, (2.4) shows that the negative branes now become physical. This also reflects on our
definition of T -function, as can be seen when |q| → ∞, the asymptotic limit of T (x) becomes
T (x) ≈ q
∏n−
β=1(x− a−β )∏n+
α=1(x− a+α )
=
det(x− Φ−)
det(x− Φ+) =
1
sdet(x− Φ) , (3.42)
where only the negative section survives. In the rest of our paper, we will always assume 0 ≤ |q| < 1.
3.2 Conserved Hamiltonians
One important aspect of the correspondence between four dimensional N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theory
and one-dimensional integrable model is that the T -function obtained from supersymmetric gauge theory can
be identified as the characteristic polynomial of the corresponding integrable model. In the case of ordinary
gauge group of rank n, the T -function is a degree n polynomial of the form:
T (x) = det(x− Φ) = xn + h1xn−1 + h2xn−2 + · · ·+ hn−1x+ hn. (3.43)
The coefficients {hi}ni=1 in this polynomial are conserved Hamiltonians of the corresponding n particles in-
tegrable system, see [15, 17] for examples. In the case of theory with super gauge group U(n+|n−), its
T -function is defined as the superdeterminant of adjoint scalar field. Replacing the determinant with the su-
perdeterminant indicates T -function can be written in the form of:
T (x) = sdet(x− Φ) = T+(x)
T−(x)
, (3.44)
where T+(x) (resp. T−(x)) is degree n+ (resp. n−) polynomials.
T+(x) = x
n+ + c
(+)
1 x
n+−1 + · · ·+ c(+)n+ , (3.45a)
T−(x) = xn− + c
(−)
1 x
n−−1 + · · ·+ c(−)n− . (3.45b)
Our goal is to identify the coefficients {c(+)i , c(−)j } which can be identified with the conserved Hamiltonian of
the corresponding integrable system. A co-dimension two full surface defect is introduced through Zn++n− =
Z/(n+ + n−)Z orbifolding [15, 16]. Here Zn++n− orbifolding acts on the coordinates of R4 = C1 × C2 by
(z1, z2)→ (z1, ζz2) where ζn++n− = 1.
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As the orbifolding procedure commutes with the NS-limit, we will temporarily restore 2, and take NS limit
once orbifolding is performed. We will see shortly that restoring 2 helps us to assign the Young diagram boxes
to the representations Rω of Zn++n− . In the case of supergroup U(n+|n−), we perform Zn++n− orbifolding
action into the system to introduce the full-type surface defect [21]. Such an orbifolding action is characterized
by a coloring function on the indices of moduli parameters c : {α}n+α=1 ∪ {β}n−β=1 → Zn++n− , which assigns
each color α and β to a representation Rω of Zn++n− , ω = 0, 1, . . . , n+ + n− − 1 [15]. In the simplest case, c
is defined as
c(α) = α− 1; c(β) = n+ + β − 1. (3.46)
For this coloring function, we will denote [α] = {0, . . . , n+ − 1} and [β] = {n+, . . . , n+ + n− − 1} such that
[α] ∪ [β] = {0, . . . , n+ + n− − 1}, which is the range of the index ω. The orbifolding also splits the instanton
counting parameter q into n+ +n− instanton counting parameters (qω)
n++n−−1
ω=0 for each representation Rω of
Zn++n− . (qω)
n++n−−1
ω=0 is a collection of n+ + n− non-vanishing complex numbers subjected to
q =
n++n−−1∏
ω=0
qp(ω)ω ; (3.47)
with the parity function defined by
p(ω) =
{
1, ω ∈ [α]
−1, ω ∈ [β] . (3.48)
Let us now define the coordinate system
qp(ω)ω = e
xω−xω−1 , q0 = qex0−xn++n−−1 (3.49)
with
xω =
{
x+α , c
−1(ω + 1) = α ∈ {α = 1, . . . , n+},
x−β , c
−1(ω + 1) = β ∈ {β = 1, . . . , n−}.
(3.50)
The orbifolding also splits T -function defined in (3.40) into
T (x) =
n++n−−1∏
ω=0
Tω(x) (3.51)
where each Tω(x) is of degree one with sub-leading powers (3.58)
Tω(x) = Yω+1(x+ +) + qω
1
Yω+1(x+ 2)
=
{
x+ + c1,ω +
c2,ω
x + · · · , ω ∈ [α]
qω
[
x+ c1,ω +
c2,ω
x + · · ·
]
, ω ∈ [β] . (3.52)
Notice that we modify T (x) by shifting Y (x) → Y (x + 2). This shift is necessary when the orbifolding is
introduced in order to generate the correct coefficients {c1,ω, c2,ω, . . . }. Under the orbifolding, Y (x) defined
in (3.34) is also split into:
Yω(x) =
∏
α
(x− a+α )δ(c(α)−ω)
∏
(α,(i,j))∈K+ω
[
x− a+α − i
x− a+α − (i− 1)
] ∏
(α,(i,j))∈K+ω+1
[
x− a+α − (i− 1)
x− a+α − i
]
,
×
∏
β
1
(x− a−β )δ(c(β)−ω)
∏
(β,(i,j))∈K−ω
[
x− a−β + i
x− a−β + (i− 1)
] ∏
(β,(i,j))∈K−ω+1
[
x− a−β + (i− 1)
x− a−β + i
]
(3.53)
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with the index function:
δ(x) =
{
1 x = 0
0 x 6= 0 , (3.54)
and
K+ω = {(α, (i, j)) | α = 1, . . . , n+; (i, j) ∈ λ+,(α)∗ ; α+ j − 1 ≡ ω mod n+ + n−}, (3.55a)
K−ω = {(β; (i, j)) | β = 1, . . . , n−, (i, j) ∈ λ−,(β)∗ , β − j ≡ ω mod n+ + n−}. (3.55b)
Here K±ω are the collections of Young diagram boxes in ~λ
±
∗ assigned to the representation Rω of Zn++n−
orbifolding. Taking x→∞, Yω(x) approaches asymptotically to:
Yω(x) =
∏
α(x− a+α )δ(c(α)−ω)∏
β(x− a−β )δ(c(β)−ω)
exp
(
1
x ν
+
ω−1 +
1
x2D
+
ω−1 +O(x−3)
)
exp
(
1
x ν
−
ω−1 +
1
x2D
−
ω−1 +O(x−3)
) , (3.56)
with the following definition of notations based on collection of Young diagrams (3.55a) and (3.55b):
k+ω = |K+ω |; ν+ω = k+ω − k+ω+1; σ+ω =

2
k+ω +
∑
(α,(i,j))∈K+ω
a+α + (i− 1); D+ω = −σ+ω + σ+ω+1;
(3.57a)
k−ω = |K−ω |; ν−ω = k−ω − k−ω+1; σ−ω =

2
k−ω +
∑
(β,(i,j))∈K−ω
a−β − i; D−ω = −σ−ω + σ−ω+1. (3.57b)
Using (3.56), we may write Tω(x) (3.52) as
Tω(x) =
x+ − a
+
c−1(ω+1) + νω +
1
x
[
2
2 ν
2
ω − a+c−1(ω+1)νω−1 + Dω + qω
]
+ · · · ω ∈ [α]
qω
[
x+ (−νω − a−c−1(ω+1)) + 1x
[
2
2 ν
2
ω + (a
−
c−1(ω+1) − )νω − Dω + 1qω
]
+ · · ·
]
ω ∈ [β]
,
(3.58)
where νω = ν+ω − ν−ω , and Dω = D+ω −D−ω . Let us consider the following combination instead:
T (x) =⇒
∏
ω∈[α]
Tω(x)×
∏
ω∈[β]
1
qω
Tω(x) (3.59)
in order to normalize the overall coefficient to be 1. The first conserved Hamiltonian can be found by (3.52)
h1 =
∑
ω∈[α]
c1,ω −
∑
ω∈[β]
c1,ω
=
∑
ω∈[α]
[
νω − a+c−1(ω+1)
]
+
∑
ω∈[β]
[
νω + a
−
c−1(ω+1)
]
=
n+∑
α=1
p+α −
n−∑
β=0
p−β . (3.60)
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Gauge Theory Integrable System
a± Coulomb Moduli Momenta
τ Complex gauge coupling Elliptic modulus
 Ω-deformation parameter Planck constant
n± Gauge group rank Number of particles
z± = ex
±
Ratio between orbifolded couplings exponentiated coordinates
Table 1. Parameters in gauge/integrable correspondence
The second conserved Hamiltonian is given by
h2 =
∑
ω∈[α]
c2,ω −
∑
ω∈[β]
c2,ω
=
∑
ω∈[α]
[
2
2
ν2ω − a+c−1(ω+1)νω + Dω + qω
]
−
∑
ω∈[β]
[
2
2
ν2ω + (a
−
c−1(ω+1))νω − Dω +
1
qω
]
=
∑
ω∈[α]
[
2
2
(
p+c−1(ω)
)2
−
(a+c−1(ω+1))
2
2
+ exω−xω−1
]
+ qex0−xn++n−−1
−
∑
ω∈[β]
[
2
2
(
p−c−1(ω)
)2
−
(a−c−1(ω+1))
2
2
+ exω−xω−1
]
. (3.61)
We recovered conserved charges of super-Toda lattice [10] as advertised. Parameters in gauge/integrable corre-
spondence can be summarized into Table 1.
When we promote the classical Hamiltonians to the quantum mechanical operators acting on the orbifolded
partition function, we may replace νω with the operator νˆω = ∂∂xω by recognizing that the only coordinate
dependence in orbifolded instanton partition function comes from the instanton counting parameter
∏
ω q
kω
ω ,
kω = k
+
ω − k−ω such that:
νωZ instU(n+|n−) = (kω − kω+1)Z instU(n+|n−) =
∂
∂xω
Z instU(n+|n−) (3.62)
3.3 Super Lax operator
3.3.1 Standard Arrangement
We have established the correspondence between super Toda system and pure SYM theory with super gauge
group. In particular the T -function with orbifolding (3.59) reproduces the desired conserved Hamiltonians
(3.61). A super integrable model is constructed by defining Lax operator L on a supermatrix, see [34, 35] for
reviews on Lie superalgebra. The super version of characteristic polynomial T (x) is given by
T (x) = sdet(x1n+|n− − L). (3.63)
The Lax operator of super Toda lattice has been discussed in the literature, see [10] for example.
The particle interaction in Toda lattice system is restricted to only the nearest neighbors. When the system
consists of more then two types of particles, the ordering of the particles becomes a crucial property of the
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system. The Hamiltonians obtained in previous chapter (3.61) depend on the ordering of particles, which was
determined by the coloring function (3.46): The first n+ particles are in the positive sector, followed by n− in
the negative sector. Let us consider the following form of sub-structure for the super-Lax matrix [10] which
reproduces the same particle ordering:
Aij =

p+i if i = j;
b+i if j = i+ 1;
1 if j = i− 1
0 otherwise.
Dij =

p−i if i = j;
b−i if j = i+ 1;
1 if j = i− 1
0 otherwise,
(3.64a)
Bij =

b+n+ξ for i = n+, j = 1
η for i = 1, j = n−
0 otherwise
Cij =

η for i = 1, j = n+
b−n−ξ for i = n−, j = 1
0 otherwise
(3.64b)
where p±i are the canonical momenta associated with the particles in plus/minus sector, and ξ and η are the odd
graded elements under superalgebra (B.3). The conserved Hamiltonians of the super integrable model are given
by the supertrace of the super Lax matrix to integer powers:
Hi = str(L
i), i = 1, . . . , n+ + n−. (3.65)
In particular the first and second conserved Hamiltonians can be found easily:
H1 = str(L) = tr(A)− tr(D) =
n+∑
α=1
p+α −
n−∑
β=1
p−β , (3.66a)
H2 = str(L
2) = tr(A2 +BC)− tr(CB +D2)
=
n+−1∑
i=1
(p+i )
2 + 2(b+i ) + 2b
+
n+ξη −
n−−1∑
i=1
(p−i )
2 + 2(b−i ) + 2b
−
n−ξη, (3.66b)
with b±i given by
b+α = e
x+α+1−x+α , b+n+ = e
x−1 −x+n+ , (3.67a)
b−β = e
x−β+1−x−β , b−n− = qe
x+1 −x−n− , (3.67b)
we recover the conserved Hamiltonians in (3.60) and (3.61), which fully establish the correspondence between
the super version of gauge theory and Toda integrable system. We may also consider the spectral curve of the
Lax matrix, since we are dealing with a supermatrix, the corresponding spectral curve which remains Grass-
mannian even, is defined by the superdeterminant (Berezinian):
0 = sdet(x1n+|n− − L) = det(x1n+ −A−B(x1n− −D)−1C)× det((x1n− −D)−1). (3.68)
To calculate spectral curve, we introduce the spectral parameter y in the top right corner and bottom left corner
elements in L by
L1,n++n− = B1n− = yξ × det(x1n− −D)2; Ln++n−,1 = Cn−1 =
1
y
b−Mη × det(x1n− −D)2. (3.69a)
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Since most of the elements in sub-matrices B and C are zero, the only non-vanishing terms in the combination
B(x1n− −D)−1C are associated with the spectral parameter y:
B1n−(x1n− −D)−1n−1C1n+ = yξη × det(x1n− −D), (3.70a)
Bn+1(x1n− −D)−11n−Cn−1 =
ξη
y
b−1 · · · b−M × det(x1n− −D), (3.70b)
B1n−(x1n− −D)−1n−n−Cn−1; Bn+1(x1n− −D)−111 C1n+ , (3.70c)
with all the other entries are zero. The superdeterminant (Berezinian) can be found by:
0 = sdet(x1n+|n− − L) = −yξη −
q
y
ξη +
det(x1n+ −A− δA)
det(x1n− −D)
= −yξη − q
y
ξη +
T+(x)
T−(x)
, (3.71)
with
δAij =

B1n−(x1n− −D)−1n−n−Cn−1 for i = 1, j = 1,
Bn+1(x1n− −D)−111 C1n+ for i = n+, j = n+,
0 otherwise.
(3.72)
Here T±(x) are degree n+ and n− polynomials respectively. This agrees with the expected SW curve for 4d
pure U(n+|n−) SYM theory obtained in [2]:
ΣSW = {(x, y) ∈ C× C× | H(x, y) = 0}, (3.73)
where
H(x, y) = y + q
1
y
− T+(x)
T−(x)
, (3.74)
with the canonical one-form on the curve λ = xdyy . The ratio of T±(x) is identified with the super analog of
the characteristic polynomial of the adjoint scalar field in N = 2 vector multiplet in the IR regime:
T (x) =
T+(x)
T−(x)
= sdet(x− Φ)
∣∣∣
IR
. (3.75)
We may therefore identify the SW curve of U(n+|n−) gauge theory with the spectral curve after replac-
ing Grassmannian even entries ξη by 1. The equation (3.74) agrees with the spectral curve of Super Toda-
system [10]. We may justify this step by realizing that Grassmannian even entries in (3.71) are the results of
choosing a representation for supergroup and superalgebra. One may choose a different convention of super-
group/superalgebra that does not involve Grassmannian. See Appendix B for details.
In this subsection, we have chosen a particular order of positive and negative particles in Lax matrix in (3.64),
however general permutation can also be considered and we will discuss about it in the next section.
3.3.2 General Arrangement: Dynkin Diagram with Fermionic Roots
The fact that D-brane construction of supergroup uses both positive and negative branes allows for additional
arrangements for them. Different ordering of the positive and negative branes can be represented by special
Dynkin diagram [11, 12]. The vertices in Dynkin diagram, for which label fundamental roots, can be either
bosonic or fermionic. The fundamental roots represented by a bosonic vertices are called even roots, while
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fundamental roots represented by fermionic vertices are called odd roots. Let us consider a set of three positive
and three negative branes for definiteness, their different arrangements correspond to the different Dynkin
diagrams with the odd roots labeling representation under sl(3|3) superalgebra. See also [36] for a related
argument in the topological string setup. For instance, consider the Dynkin diagram with a single odd root at
the 3rd/middle vertex [2, 11, 12]:
(3.76)
The odd vertex is labeled by a circle with a cross. This Dynkin diagram represents the (+ + + − −−) ar-
rangement of three positive and three negative branes. Fermionic vertex in Dynkin diagram means the two
neighboring branes have different signs of Chern-Paton factors, i. e. either a positive brane followed by a neg-
ative brane, or the other way around. The Lax supermatrix of this arrangement is given in (3.64). We may
consider another permutation of positive and negative branes as (+ − + − +−), the Dynkin diagram labeling
such an arrangement of branes is given by:
. (3.77)
A super Toda lattice defined on the root system of su(3|3) algebra is represented by Dynkin diagrams. In
particular the alternating ordering of positive and negative particles set up (+ − + − +−) can be represented
by the same Dynkin diagram (3.77).
The Lax operator of such an arrangement is different from the standard permutation in (3.64). To write
down Lax matrix, we first choose a different convention for the supervectors in C3|3. In standard convention a
supermatrix can be decomposed in 2× 2 block form (B.5) with its fundamental vector in the same convention
(+ + +−−−)T. The convention associated to Dynkin diagram (3.77) is given by :
L(+−+−+−) =

p+1 b¯
+
1 ξ 0 0 0 η
η p−1 b¯
−
1 ξ 0 0 0
0 η p+2 b¯
+
2 ξ 0 0
0 0 η p−2 b¯
−
2 ξ 0
0 0 0 η p+3 b¯
+
3 ξ
b¯−3 ξ 0 0 0 η p
−
3

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(+−+−+−)
(3.78)
with b¯±i = e
α±i ·~x, {α±i } are the fundamental roots of given Dynkin diagram. In the case of (3.77), it gives:
b¯+1 = e
x+1 −x−1 ; b¯−1 = e
x−1 −x+2 ; b¯+2 = e
x+2 −x−2 ; b¯−2 = e
x−2 −x+3 ; b¯+3 = e
x+3 −x−3 ; b¯−3 = qe
x−3 −x+1 .
(3.79)
One needs to convert Lax matrix in (3.78) to standard convention for further calculation. To achieve this,
notice that a fundamental vector ~v = (a+1 , a
−
1 , a
+
2 , a
−
2 , a
+
3 , a
−
3 )
T in the alternating convention can be mapped
to standard convention: 
a+1
a+2
a+3
a−1
a−2
a−3

=

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1


a+1
a−1
a+2
a−2
a+3
a−3

= U

a+1
a−1
a+2
a−2
a+3
a−3

. (3.80)
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Lax matrices in standard and alternating convention is related by the same similarity transformation using the
matrix U :
L(+++−−−) = UL(+−+−+−)UT =

p+1 0 0 b¯
+
1 ξ 0 η
0 p+2 0 b¯
−
1 ξ b¯
+
2 ξ 0
0 0 p+3 0 b¯
−
2 ξ b¯
+
3 ξ
η η 0 p−1 0 0
0 η η 0 p−2 0
b¯−3 ξ 0 η 0 0 p
−
3

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(+++−−−)
. (3.81)
Its nearest ordering potential is of the form:
V (~x+,~x−) = ex
+
1 −x−1 − ex−1 −x+2 + ex+2 −x−2 − ex−2 −x+3 + ex+3 −x−3 − qex−3 −x+1 . (3.82)
Notice that it is not required to have only two Grassmannian numbers η and ξ in the Lax matrix, one may
assign distinct Grassmannian number to each entries in fermionic sub-blocks. Comparing with (3.64), the Lax
supermatrix in (3.81) has total different structure, which leads to different conserving Hamiltonians:
sdet(x− L) = T¯ (x) = T¯+(x)
T¯−(x)
. (3.83)
On the other hand, the five-brane web formalism verifies that the instanton partition function itself does not
depend on such an ordering [36] (which can be T-dual to D3-branes), so that the spectral curve, to be identified
with the SW curve, and the classical Hamiltonians are consequently independent of the brane ordering. This
implies that the apparently different classical Hamiltonians are isomorphic to each other under a suitable linear
transformation, whereas the quantum Hamiltonians may depend on the brane ordering due to the surface defect
insertion. It would be interesting to understand if the different arrangements of positive and negative branes as
labeled by different Dynkin diagrams can lead to different super integrable systems.
4 “Super” XXX Spin Chain and supergroup QCD
One of the most well-established gauge/integrablity correspondence is the one relating four dimensionalN = 2
SQCD and XXX Heisenberg spin chain [17, 18]. Here we also would like to generalize this correspondence to
relate the theory with the fundamental matters charged under the super gauge group and “super" spin chains.
Here “super” means the integrable system corresponds to supergroup SQCD is a system consisting of both
positive and negative sl(2) magnons, in terms of their respective contributions to the energy eigenvalue. This
is to distinguish from what normally referred as a super spin chain in the literature, which is a spin system with
only positive magnons transforming under a superalgebra, for instance sl(n+|n−), see [3, 37, 38] for more
details.
In the presence of the fundamental and anti-fundamental representation hypermultiplets, the instanton par-
tition function of U(n+|n−) super gauge group is of the form:
Z instU(n+|n−) =
∑
(~λ+,~λ−)
q|~λ
+|−|~λ−|E
[
−SS
∗
P ∗12
+
MS∗
P ∗12
+
SM˜∗
P ∗12
+
NN∗
P ∗12
− MN
∗
P ∗12
− NM˜
∗
P ∗12
] [
~λ+, ~λ−
]
(4.1)
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where
M = M+ −M−, M± =
n±f∑
i=1
em
±
i , (4.2a)
M˜ = M˜+ − M˜−, M˜± =
n±af∑
i=1
em˜
±
i , (4.2b)
denote the characters of fundamental matter and anti-fundamental matter. Here S = S+ − S− is defined in
(3.5), and take flavor symmetry to be U(2n+|2n−), namely by n±f + n±af = 2n±. We have proven in Section 3
that finding the saddle point equation for instanton partition function under NS-limit is equivalent to impose the
following condition:
0 = E
[
−SS
∗
P ∗12
+
MS∗
P ∗12
+
SM˜∗
P ∗12
]
− qE
[
− (S − P12e
x+αi)(S − P12ex+αi)∗
P ∗12
+
M(S − P12ex+αi)∗
P ∗12
+
(S − P12ex+αi)M˜∗
P ∗12
]
= E
[
−SS
∗
P ∗12
+
MS∗
P ∗12
+
SM˜∗
P ∗12
] [
1− qE[q12ex
+
αi(S − P12ex
+
αi)∗ + Se−x
+
αi −Me−x+αi − q12ex
+
αiM˜∗]
]
.
(4.3)
The saddle point equation can now be written as
1 + q
A(x+αi + )D(x
+
αi)
Y (x+αi)Y (x
+
αi + )
= 0, (4.4)
with the following definitions:
A(x) = E[−exM˜∗] =
∏n+
α=1(x− m˜+α )∏n−
β=1(x− m˜−β )
=
A+(x)
A−(x)
; (4.5a)
D(x) = E[−exM∗] =
∏n+
α=1(x−m+α )∏n−
β=1(x−m−β )
=
D+(x)
D−(x)
, (4.5b)
such that A+(x) and D+(x) (resp. A−(x) and D−(x)) are degree n+ (resp. n−) polynomials. Similarly the
other saddle point equation can be found as
1 + q
A(x−βi + )D(x
−
βi)
Y (x−βi)Y (x
−
βi + )
= 0. (4.6)
Let us define the transfer function (or T-function) T (x) as:
T (x) = Y (x+ ) + q
A(x+ )D(x)
Y (x)
=
y+(x+ )
y−(x+ )
+ q
A+(x+ )D+(x)
A−(x+ )D−(x)
y−(x)
y+(x)
= sdet(x1n+|n− − Φ)
∣∣∣
IR
,
(4.7)
which is identified as the super characteristic function of adjoint Φ in IR. In the absence of Ω-deformation, we
have successfully recovered the well-known classical Seiberg-Witten curve of SQCD by setting z = Y (x),
sdet(x1n+|n− − Φ)
∣∣∣
IR
= z +
qA(x)D(x)
z
. (4.8)
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The correspondence between SQCD and XXX spin chain is established by the identification of saddle point
equation of gauge theory with BAE of XXX spin chain [17–19]. To achieve such a goal, we impose the condi-
tion between the masses of fundamental matter and Coulomb moduli parameter by the following quantization
condition:
m+α = a
+
α + L
+
α ; m
−
β +  = a
−
β − (L−β ), (4.9)
where L+α and L
−
β are non-negative integers. The quantization condition limits the number of rows in ~λ
+
∗ and
~λ−∗ . Under the quantization condition, y
±(x) can be rewritten as
y+(x) =
Q+(x)
Q+(x− )D
+(x); y−(x) =
Q−(x− )
Q−(x)
D−(x), (4.10)
with finite products Q±(x) given by:
Q+(x) =
n+∏
α=1
L+α∏
i=1
(x− x+αi); Q−(x) =
n−∏
β=1
L−β∏
i=1
(x− x−βi). (4.11)
The transfer function T (x) under quantization becomes
T (x) =
D+(x+ )
D−(x+ )
Q+(x+ )Q−(x+ )
Q+(x)Q−(x)
+ q
A+(x+ )
A−(x+ )
Q+(x− )Q−(x− )
Q+(x)Q−(x)
, (4.12)
such that T (x) may have poles coming from D−(x + ) and A−(x + ). These poles can be eliminated by
taking
A−(x+ )D−(x+ )T (x) =D+(x+ )A−(x+ )
Q+(x+ )Q−(x+ )
Q+(x)Q−(x)
+ qA+(x+ )D−(x+ )
Q+(x− )Q−(x− )
Q+(x)Q−(x)
. (4.13)
Defining the Bethe roots uσγi = x
σ
γi +

2 for σ = ±, γ = 1, . . . , nσ , i = 1, . . . , Lσγ , and simplify the inhomo-
geneities (i.e. the mass parameters for fundamental and anti-fundamental matter) by setting m˜+α = m
+
α +  =
m+ for all α = 1, . . . , n+ and m˜−β = m
−
β +  = m
− for all β = 1, . . . , n− such that (4.6) now becomes the
BAE with inhomogeneities 1:
−q (u
σ
γi −m+ + 2 )n+
(uσγi −m+ − 2 )n+
(uσγi −m− − 2 )n−
(uσγi −m− + 2 )n−
=
∏
{uσ′
γ′i′}
uσγi − uσ
′
γ′i′ + 
uσγi − uσ′γ′i′ − 
. (4.14)
The spin chain system that (4.14) represents is a coupling system of length n+ positive magnon and another
spin chain of length n− negative magnon [5]. We can compare this with the Bethe ansatz equation of sl(2)
spin-s XXX spin chain of length L given by [39]:(
uj −m+ s~
uj −m− s~
)L
=
n∏
k(6=j)
uj − uk + ~
uj − uk − ~ , (4.15)
where {uj}nj=1 are Bethe roots andm is inhomogeneity. The energy of this system for arbitrary spin-s has been
found to be:
E = −~J
2
n∑
j=1
d
duj
ln
uj −m+ s~
uj −m− s~ =
~J
2
n∑
j=1
(
1
uj −m− s~ −
1
uj −m+ s~
)
=
J
2
n∑
j=1
2s~2
(uj −m)2 − s2~2 .
(4.16)
1In general, it is allowed to assign generic inhomogeneities for both XXX spin chain and gauge theory.
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When n+ = 0, (4.14) coincides with BAE of sl(2) spin “s = − 12 ” system, which may be interpreted as the
“negative magnon” excitation. However, we should remember that the BAE always comes with the product of
spin and Planck constant, we can not distinguish whether the negative magnon is indeed spin − 12 , or we have
assigned a negative Planck constant. As discussed in section 2.2, the positive and negative sectors in supergroup
gauge theory are charged oppositely in the Ω-background (2.20), given that 1 =  is identified as the Planck
constant here, it would be interesting to show whether we can use this property of the gauge theory to assign
opposite valued Planck constants to different sub-sectors in a quantum integrable system.
The energy of the total system (4.14) is now a combination of positive and negative magnons, which can
be found by turning off the inhomogeneities m+ = m− = 0. For the positive magnons, we have
E+ = −J
2
n+∑
α=1
L+α∑
i=1
d
du+αi
ln
u+αi +

2
u+αi − 2
=
J
2
n+∑
α=1
L+α∑
i=1
2
(u+αi)
2 − 24
, (4.17)
while the negative magnons contribute
−E− = −J
2
n−∑
β=1
L−β∑
i=1
d
du−βi
ln
u−βi − 2
u−βi +

2
= −J
2
n−∑
β=1
L−β∑
i=1
2
(u−βi)2 − 
2
4
(4.18)
The overall minus sign in front of the energy is how negative magnons get their name. The total energy of the
system is simply combination of the two contributions
E = E+ − E− = J
2
n+∑
α=1
L+α∑
i=1
2
(u+αi)
2 − 24
− J
2
n−∑
β=1
L−β∑
i=1
2
(u−βi)2 − 
2
4
. (4.19)
Notice that unlike Toda lattice, surface defect is introduce by quantization condition in (4.9) instead of orb-
ifolding. In particular in the case of SQCD, if the surface defects are introduced via orbifolding instead of
quantization condition (4.9), the same procedure gives rise not to XXX spin chain, but Gaudin model [16],
which are spectral dual to each other [40, 41].
5 Elliptic Double Calogero-Moser System from N = 2∗ supergroup Gauge Theory
It is well known that four dimensional N = 2∗ U(n) gauge group theory is associated with elliptic Calogero-
Moser (eCM) system [15–17] whose Hamiltonian is defined on the root system R of given algebra [42]:
H = ∆ +
∑
α∈R+
kα(kα − 1)(α, α)℘(α · ~x; τ) (5.1)
where ∆ is the Laplacian associated with the algebra, R+ denotes the positive root system, and ℘(x) is the
Weierstrass ℘-function with the definition (A.8). The super Lax formalism generalization of Calogero-Moser
system was studied in [13, 14], which is called the double Calogero-Moser (dCM) system by considering the
root system associated with the superalgebra. Let {e+i , e−j } be the orthonormal basis of Cn+|n− , such that
(eσi , e
σ′
j ) = δijδσσ′ . The root system R of superalgebra U(n+|n−) can be described by R =
∐
σ,σ′=±Rσσ′
with
R++ = {e+i − e+j |i, j = 1, . . . , n+}, R−− = {e−i − e−j |i, j = 1, . . . , n−}, (5.2a)
R+− = {e+i − e−j |i = 1, . . . , n+; j = 1, . . . , n−}, R−+ = {e−i − e+j |i = 1, . . . , n−; j = 1, . . . , n−}.
(5.2b)
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If one simply extends (5.1) to the root system of superalgebra, any interactions labeled by the root γ = e+i −
e−j ∈ R+− for some i = 1, . . . , n+, j = 1, . . . , n− must naturally vanish by inner product (γ, γ) = (e+i , e+i )−
(e−j , e
−
j ) = 1−1 = 0. To resolve such a problem hence facilitate the non-trivial interactions, the author of [14]
introduced an deformation on the inner product of root system. Let v and w be vector in Cn+|n− , define
(v, w)θ =
n+∑
i=1
v(e+i )w(e
+
i )− θ
n−∑
j=1
v(e−j )w(e
−
j ), (5.3)
this deformation of the inner product parameterized by θ explicitly breaks the supergroup U(n+|n−) →
U(n+)× U(n−). The Hamiltonian of edCM consists of two sets of identical particles, given by:
H =− 1
2
n+∑
α=1
∂2
∂(x+α )2
+
k
2
n−∑
β=1
∂2
∂(x−β )2
+ k(k − 1)
∑
α>α′
℘(x+α − x+α′ ; τ) + (1− k)
∑
α,β
℘(x+α − x−β ; τ) + (1−
1
k
)
∑
β>β′
℘(x−β − x−β′ ; τ). (5.4)
The Hamiltonian in (5.4) is characterized by a single coupling constant k and is identified with the inner product
parameter θ = k. The integrability of trigonometric dCM system was proved in [13], and the integrability of
elliptic potential was proven in [15]. The gauge theory associated to edCM was constructed in [15, 16] using
so-called gauge origami construction for the ordinary gauge group. However based on the original proposal
made in [14] for the supersymmetric analogue of edCM, one should also be able to find the similar correspon-
dence with supergroup gauge theory in four dimensions. In particular, we would like to reproduce conserved
Hamiltonians of edCM from the q-function of N = 2∗ U(n+|n−) super gauge group theory in this section.
5.1 Saddle point equation from instanton partition function
The instanton partition function of four dimensional N = 2∗ U(n+|n−) gauge theory can be written as:
ZN=2∗U(n+|n−),inst =
∑
(~λ+,~λ−)
q|~λ
+|−|~λ−|E
[
−(1− em)SS
∗ −NN∗
P ∗12
]
[~λ+, ~λ−]
=
∑
(~λ+,~λ−)
q|~λ
+|−|~λ−|Z++adj Z+−adj Z−+adj Z−−adj , (5.5)
where m now denotes the mass of adjoint hypermultiplet. The universal bundle S = S+ − S− is defined in
(3.5a) and (3.5b) and N = N+ −N−, N± =
∑n±
α=1 e
a±α . Following the similar calculation to pure SYM case,
one finds:
Zσσ′adj [~λ+, ~λ−] =
 nσ∏
α=1
nσ′∏
β=1
∞∏
i=1
∞∏
j=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(αi)6=(βj)
Γ(−12 (x
σ
αi − xσ
′
βj − 1))
Γ(−12 (x
σ
αi − xσ′βj))
· Γ(
−1
2 (x
σ
αi − xσ
′
βj −m))
Γ(−12 (x
σ
αi − xσ′βj − 1 −m))
 ,
×
 nσ∏
α=1
nσ′∏
β=1
∞∏
i=1
∞∏
j=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(αi)6=(βj)
Γ(−12 (˚x
σ
αi − x˚σ
′
βj))
Γ(−12 (˚x
σ
αi − x˚σβj − 1))
· Γ(
−1
2 (˚x
σ
αi − x˚σβj − 1 −m))
Γ(−12 (˚x
σ
αi − x˚σ′βj −m))
 ,
(5.6)
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where σ, σ′ = ±. As before, we consider NS-limit 2 → 0 with 1 :=  fixed. By using Stirling approximation
of Γ-function, the instanton partition function can be written as
Zσσ′adj [~λ+, ~λ−] ≈ exp
 1
22
∑
(γi)6=(γ′i′)
f(xσγi − xσ
′
γ′i′ − )− f(xσγi − xσ
′
γ′i′ + )
+ f(xσγi − xσ
′
γ′i′ −m)− f(xσγi − xσ
′
γ′i′ +m)
− f(xσγi − xσ
′
γ′i′ −m− ) + f(xσγi − xσ
′
γ′i′ +m+ )
− 1
22
∑
(γi) 6=(γ′i′)
f (˚xσγi − x˚σ
′
γ′i′ − )− f (˚xσγi − x˚σ
′
γ′i′ + )
+ f (˚xσγi − x˚σ
′
γ′i′ −m)− f (˚xσγi − x˚σ
′
γ′i′ +m)
−f (˚xσγi − x˚σ
′
γ′i′ −m− ) + f (˚xσγi − x˚σ
′
γ′i′ +m+ )
]
. (5.7)
where f(x) = x(log x− 1). The discrete sum in the instanton partition function above becomes an integration
over set of infinite integration variables {x+αi, x−βi} defined in (3.4):
ZN=2∗U(n+|n−) =
∫ ∏
αi
dx+αi
∏
βi
dx−βi exp
[
1
2
Hinst([x+], [x−])
]
=
∫ ∏
αi
dx+αi
∏
βi
dx−βi exp
 1
2
∑
σ,σ′=±
Hσσ′inst ([xσ], [xσ
′
]) +
1
2
∑
σ=±
Hσinst([xσ])
 (5.8)
where
Hσσ′inst ([xσ], [xσ
′
]) = Uσσ′([xσ], [xσ′ ])− Uσσ′([˚xσ], [˚xσ′ ]);
Hσinst([xσ]) = Vσ([xσ])− Vσ([˚xσ]); Vσ([xσ]) = σ log q
∑
(αi)
xσαi.
(5.9)
The function Uσσ′ is of the following form
Uσσ′([xσ], [xσ′ ]) = 1
2
∑
(γi)6=(γ′i′)
f(xσγi − xσ
′
γ′i′ − )− f(xσγi − xσ
′
γ′i′ + )
+ f(xσγi − xσ
′
γ′i′ −m)− f(xσγi − xσ
′
γ′i′ +m)
− f(xσγi − xσ
′
γ′i′ −m− ) + f(xσγi − xσ
′
γ′i′ +m+ ).
(5.10)
To calculate the integration in (5.8), we introduce the instanton density ρ(x) which equals to unity along J =
J+ ∪ J−, J+ = ⋃αi [˚x+αi, x+αi], J− = ⋃βi [˚x−βi, x−βi], and vanishes otherwise. The contributions in (5.8) can be
expressed as
Hσσ′ = −1
2
∫
Jσ
dx
∫
Jσ′
dy G(x− y) +
∫
Jσ
dx log(Rσ
′
) (5.11)
where
G(x) =
d
dx
log
(x+m+ )(x−m)(x− )
(x−m− )(x+m)(x+ ) ; R
σ′(x) =
Pσ
′
(x−m)Pσ′(x+m+ )
Pσ′(x)Pσ′(x+ )
. (5.12)
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The integration in Hinst is dominated by the saddle point configuration, which can be obtained from varying
Hinst with respect to x+αi or x−βi:
0 =
δHinst
δx+αi
=
δH++
δx+αi
+
δH+−
δx+αi
+
δH−+
δx+αi
+
δH+
δx+αi
,
= −
∫
J+
dy G(x+αi − y) +
∫
J−
dy G(x+αi − y) + log(R+(x+αi))− log(R−(x+αi)) + log q,
0 =
δHinst
δx−βi
=
δH+−
δx−βi
+
δH−+
δx−βi
+
δH−−
δx−βi
+
δH−
δx−βi
= +
∫
J+
dy G(x−βi − y)−
∫
J−
dy G(x−βi − y)− log(R+(x−βi)) + log(R−(x−βi)) + log q.
(5.13)
Since G(x) is a total derivative, we can rewrite the defining equation for the saddle point configuration into
−1 = qQ
+(x+αi +m+ )Q
+(x+αi −m)Q+(x+αi − )
Q+(x+αi −m− )Q+(x+αi +m)Q+(x+αi + )
Q−(x+αi +m+ )Q
−(x+αi −m)Q−(x+αi − )
Q−(x+αi −m− )Q−(x+αi +m)Q−(x+αi + )
,
−1 = qQ
+(x−βi +m+ )Q
+(x−βi −m)Q+(x−βi − )
Q+(x−βi −m− )Q+(x−βi +m)Q+(x−βi + )
Q−(x−βi +m+ )Q
−(x−βi −m)Q−(x−βi − )
Q−(x−βi −m− )Q−(x−βi +m)Q−(x−βi + )
.
(5.14)
with Q±(x) defined in (3.21). The two saddle point equations in (5.14) can be further packaged into a single
equation using Y (x) defined in (3.34) as:
1 + q
Y (xσγi +m+ )Y (x
σ
γi −m)
Y (xσγi)Y (x
σ
γi + )
= 0. (5.15)
5.2 X-function and Conserved Charges
One major difference between N = 2∗ theory and the other cases we have considered earlier in this work is
that the T -function ofN = 2∗ system X(x), is an infinite series [16, 20, 43, 44]. It is called the qq-character for
generic 1,2 [31, 45, 46] or the q-character in the NS limit, 2 → 0. This is becauseN = 2∗ theory is classified
as an affine quiver theory of the type Â0, whereas the others are ofA1 quiver. The function X(x) for U(n+|n−)
group gauge theory (with generic 1,2 and without θ-deformation) can be written as [5]:
X(x) = Y (x+ +)
∑
{µ}
q|µ|B[µ]
∏
(i,j)∈µ
Y (x+ sij −m)Y (x+ sij +m+ +)
Y (x+ sij)Y (x+ sij + +)
, (5.16)
where + = 1 + 2. Here µ is a single auxiliary partition denoted by
µ = (µ1, µ2, . . . , µ`(µ)). (5.17)
Notice that µ has no relation to (~λ±) which label the equivariant fix points on the instanton moduli space.2
Since µ denotes only one Young diagram, we will not use a vector notation. Each box in µ is labeled by
sij = (i− 1)m− (j− 1)(m+ +) (5.18)
2One could interpret the partition µ as describing the instanton configuration on the transverse subspace in C2 × C2 = C4, called the
gauge origami [15, 31]
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where i = 1, . . . , `(µ) and j = 1, . . . , µi with given i. We also define
B[µ] =
∏
(i,j)∈µ
B1,2(mhij + +); B1,2(x) = 1 +
12
x(x+ +)
(5.19)
from µ. Here aij = µi − j denotes the “arm” of associated box (i, j) in Young diagram µ, and lij = µTj − i is
the “leg” associated to the same box. We have also defined the hook length hij = aij + lij + 1. Under NS limit
2 → 0 which most of our works consider, B[µ] = 1 for all µ by (5.19).
To find the conserved Hamiltonians arising from our N = 2∗ theory with super gauge group, a Zn++n−
orbifolding is further introduced in the same way we had done for super Toda lattice. We will use the same
coloring function as in (3.46). Under the orbifolding, X(x) function in (5.16) split into n+ + n− copies:
X(x) =
n++n−−1∏
ω=0
Xω(x), (5.20)
with each
Xω(x) = Yω+1(x+ +)
∑
{µ}
Bµω(~z, τ)
∏
(i,j)∈µ
Yω+1−j(x+ sij −m)Yω+1−j+1(x+ sij +m+ +)
Yω+1−j(x+ sij)Yω+1−j+1(x+ sij + +)
. (5.21)
Here we would like to address the Bµω . It is the orbifolded q|µ|B[µ] defined in (5.19), each given by
Bµω =
∏
(i,j)∈µ
qω+1−jB1,ω((−1)p(ω+1−j)mhij)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
aij=0
(5.22)
with
B1,ω(x) = 1 + (−1)p(ω) 
x
, (5.23)
where p(ω) is parity function defined in (3.48)
One way to think about this configuration is that the orbifolding now splits the instanton partition into n+ +
n− copies of U(1) sub-partitions. Each element in Kω is counted by orbifolded coupling qω instead of the
original q. To evaluate the summation over all possible Young diagrams, we will introduce a new representation
for a Young diagram µ:
µ = (1l02l1 . . . (N − 1)lN−2(N)l). (5.24)
Each lr−1 =
∑∞
J=0 lr−1,J , where lr−1,J =
(
µTr+NJ − µTr+1+NJ
)
is the difference between number of boxes
of two neighboring columns, r = 1, . . . , N−1 and the last one l = ∑∞J=1 µTNJ counts for how many times a full
combination of q0 · · · qN−1 = q shows up. Defining the summation over all possible partition configurations
of each ω as: Summing over all possible Young diagrams {µ} gives:
Bω(~z; τ) =
∑
{µ}
Bµω(~z; τ) =
∑
l0,...,lN−1,l≥0
N−1∏
α=0
(
(−1)p(ω)+p(α)lα + 1m
)
!
(lα)!
(
1
m
)
!
(
zω
zα
)lα
ql
=
∏
ω′<ω
[
1
( zωzω′
; q)∞
](−1)p(ω)+p(ω′)m+m ∏
ω′≥ω
[
1
(q zωzω′
; q)∞
](−1)p(ω)+p(ω′)m+m
,
(5.25)
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with zω = exω , xω was defined in (3.50). The q-Pochhammer function (z; q)n is defined in (A.3), the total
product of Bω is given by:
B(~z, τ) =
∏
ω
Bω(~z, τ) = Q
m+
m (~z; τ). (5.26)
The function Q consists of three parts: Q = Q++Q−1+−Q−−, where each element is given by
Q−1++ =
 ∏
n+≥α>α′≥1
θ11
(
z+α
z+
α′
; τ
)
η(τ)
 ; (5.27a)
Q−1+− =
 n+∏
α=1
n−∏
β=1
θ11
(
z+α
z−β
; τ
)
η(τ)
 ; (5.27b)
Q−1−− =
 ∏
n−≥β>β′≥1
θ11
(
z−β
z−
β′
; τ
)
η(τ)
 , (5.27c)
and Q−1 is the theta function of Ân+−1|n−−1. See [47, 48] for more details about the higher rank theta
function. Q is also thought of as the free fermionic correlation function on a torus. See for example, [49, 50]
for a determinant formula.
As mentioned earlier, in order to have non-vanishing interaction for the particles in different sectors, one
may deliberately modify the metric in (2.1) to:(
+1n+ 0
0 −θ1n−
)
. (5.28)
The metric deformation in (5.28) breaks U(n+|n−) to U(n+) × U(n−) ⊂ U(n+|n−), which leads to the
deformation of commutation relation for canonical momenta:
[x+α , p
+
α ] = −δαα′ ; α, α′ = 1, . . . , n+, (5.29a)
[x−β , p
−
β′ ] = θδββ′ ; β, β
′ = 1, . . . , n−, (5.29b)
[x+α , p
−
β ] = 0 = [x
−
β , p
+
α ]; α = 1, . . . , n+; β = 1, . . . , n−, (5.29c)
This is equivalent to modifying Ω-parameter in the negative sector by factor of θ.
To extract the resultant Hamiltonians, we first identify following property of Xω(x) (5.16) in the large x
limit:
Xω(x) =
{
x
[
1 + x +
c1,ω
x +
c2,ω
x2 + · · ·
]× Bω, ω ∈ [α];[
x[1 + θx +
c1,ω
x +
c2,ω
x2 + · · · ]
]−1 × Bω, ω ∈ [β]. (5.30)
with [α] = {0, . . . , n+−1} and [β] = {n+, . . . , n+ +n−−1} based on the coloring function defined in (3.46).
Such that the first and second Hamiltonians can be found by collecting the coefficients:
h1 =
∑
ω∈[α]
c1,ω −
∑
ω∈[β]
c1,ω, (5.31a)
−h2 =
∑
ω∈[α]
c2,ω −
∑
ω∈[β]
c2,ω. (5.31b)
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We carefully set up the orbifolding such that Xω is of degree plus one when ω ∈ [α], and of degree minus one
when ω ∈ [β] by property of Yω(x) defined in (3.56).
To extract {c1,ω, c2,ω, . . . }, we consider the expansion in large x limit. As stated, we are also required
to re-scale Ω-parameter in the negative sector according to the the new metric (5.28). When ω ∈ [α], large x
expansion of Xω(x) can be obtained as
Xω(x)
Bω
= x+ νω − a+c−1(ω+1) + +
1
x
[
2
2
ν2ω − a+c−1(ω+1)νω + Dω
−m
∑
ω′∈[α]
[
k∇qω +
(
νω′ − a+c−1(ω′+1)
)
∇zω′
]
logBω − m
θ
∑
ω′∈[β]
[
θk∇qω +
(
θνω′ + a
−
c−1(ω′+1)
)
∇zω′
]
logBω
+ · · · .
(5.32)
As for ω ∈ [β], we have the large x expansion of Xω(x) as[
Xω(x)
Bω
]−1
= x− θν−ω − a−c−1(ω+1) + θ+
1
x
[
θ22
2
(ν−ω )
2 + θa−c−1(ω+1)ν
−
ω − θDω+
+m
∑
ω′∈[α]
[
k∇qω +
(
νω′ − a+c−1(ω′+1)
)
∇zω′
]
logBω +
m
θ
∑
ω′∈[β]
[
θk∇qω +
(
θνω′ + a
−
c−1(ω′+1)
)
∇zω′
]
logBω
+ · · · .
(5.33)
We can now take the total X(x) to be the following combination for normalizing the overall coefficient:
X(x) =⇒
∏
ω∈[α]
[
Xω(x)
Bω
] ∏
ω∈[β]
[
θ
Xω(x)
Bω
]
. (5.34)
The first Hamiltonian is found to be
h1 =
∑
ω∈[α]
c1,ω − 1
θ
∑
ω∈[β]
c1,ω
=
∑
ω∈[α]
[
νω − a+c−1(ω′+1)
]
− 1
θ
∑
ω∈[β]
[
−θνω − a−c−1(ω+1)
]
=
∑
α
p+α −
1
θ
∑
β
p−β . (5.35)
We will rewrite conjugate momentum {p+α , p−β } with respect to the commutation relation (5.29):
p+α = 
∂
∂x+α
; p−β = −θ
∂
∂x−β
, (5.36)
such that the the first momentum can be written as
h1 = 
 n+∑
α=1
∂
∂x+α
+
n−∑
β=1
∂
∂x−β
 , (5.37)
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which agrees with the conserved charges constructed using Dunkl operator [15]. The second Hamiltonian can
be found by
−h2 =
∑
ω∈[α]
c2,ω − 1
θ
∑
ω∈[β]
c2,ω
=
n+∑
α=1
(p+α )
2
2
− 1
θ
n−∑
β=1
(p−β )
2
2
− k
∑
ω∈[α]
[
k∇qω + pc−1(ω+1)∇zω
]
(logQ++ − 1
θ
logQ+−)
− k
∑
ω∈[β]
1
θ
[
k∇qω + pc−1(ω+1)∇zω
]
(logQ+− − 1
θ
logQ−−). (5.38)
Following [15], the equation (5.38) is equivalent to the following expression under canonical transformation
and (A.19)
−h
′
2
2
=
n+∑
α=1
(p+α )
2
22
+
k
2
(∇zc(α))2 logQ++ −
k2
2
(∇zc(α))2 logQ++ −
k
2θ
(∇zc(α))2 logQ+− −
k2
2θ2
(∇zc(α))2 logQ+−
+
n−∑
β=1
−1
θ
(p−β )
2
22
− k
2θ
(∇zc(β))2 logQ−− +
k2
2θ3
(∇zc(β))2 logQ−− +
k
2
(∇zc(β))2 logQ+− +
k2
2θ
(∇zc(β))2 logQ+−
=
n+∑
α=1
1
2
∂2
∂(x+α )2
+
n−∑
β=1
−θ
2
∂2
∂(x−β )2
− k(k − 1)
∑
n+≥α>α′≥1
℘(x+α − x+α′ ; τ)−
(
k
θ
− k
2
θ3
) ∑
n−≥β>β′≥1
℘(x−β − x−β′ ; τ)
− 1
2
(
k
θ
+
k2
θ2
− k − k
2
θ
) n+∑
α=1
n−∑
β=1
℘(x+α − x−β ; τ). (5.39)
Taking the undeformed limit θ = 1, which has vanishing interacting potential between the two sectors as we
expected for γ ∈ R+− discussed earlier. And when θ = −1, the system becomes ordinary eCM with n+ + n−
particles, which agrees with the definition of deformed metric (5.28). The last special value for deformation
parameter is when θ = k, for which deformed Hamiltonian (5.39) reads
h′2
2
=−
n+∑
α=1
1
2
∂2
∂(x+α )2
+
n−∑
β=1
+
k
2
∂2
∂(x−β )2
+ k(k − 1)
∑
n+≥α>α′≥1
℘(x+α − x+α′ ; τ)
+
(
1− 1
k
) ∑
n−≥β>β′≥1
℘(x−β − x−β′ ; τ) + (1− k)
n+∑
α=1
n−∑
β=1
℘(x+α − x−β ; τ). (5.40)
We have recovered Hamiltonian of edCM in (5.4).
5.3 Toda Limit
Finally we would like to consider the Toda limit m → ∞, which is equivalent to have k = m+ ≈ m  1.
We first need to consider trigonometric limit q → 0 such that the combination qm2n+−2n− is kept finite. The
Weierstrass ℘-unction has the following trigonometric expansion
℘(x) =
1
4
1
sinh2(x2 )
− 2
∞∑
n=1
nqn
1− qn cosh(nx). (5.41)
Under the limit q → 0, all the higher terms are suppressed. Unlike the edCM system, the interaction of Toda
lattice does not depend on the norm of the root system. To reduce from edCM to super Toda lattice, we also
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need to remove the contribution from the potential which is proportional to the norm of root system. The
Hamiltonian in (5.39) now becomes:
−h′2 =
∑
α
(p+α )
2
2
− 1
θ
∑
β
(p−β )
2
2
−
∑
α>α′
m2
4 sinh2
(x+α−x+α′ )
2
+
∑
β>β′
m2/θ4
4 sinh2
(x−β −x−β′ )
2
−
∑
α,β
m2/θ2
4 sinh2
(x+α−x−β )
2
. (5.42)
We will now turn off the deformation by setting θ = 1.3 and redefine the coordinate system by
exω−xω−1 → Λ2e(xω−xω−1), (5.43)
such that Λ2n+−2n− = q. For n+ > n− We now further set Λ2 → 0 with m2Λ2 fixed. For n+ < n−, we
further set Λ2 →∞ such that m2Λ2 fixed. In both ways the only surviving terms are defined on fundamental root,
as we have discussed in Section 3.3.2.
6 Discussions and Future Directions
Let us end with discussing about the few loose ends in this note and commenting on few future directions.
• It would be desirable to give an explicit realization of the deformation parameter θ in (5.3) and (2.1) via
gauge theoretical construction. In constructing the relevant quantum integrable system, it is implemented
at the level of superalgebra in order to have non-vanishing interaction between two otherwise independent
CM systems. However the gauge theoretical interpretation of such a parameter remains rather unclear,
and we merely regarded it as the rescaling of Ω-background parameter . We can consider realizing such
a θ-deformation through the intersecting D-brane configuration at an angle [25, 51], in particular in the
gauge origami setup for the folded instanton configuration [15], θ-deformation parameter naturally equals
to k by having more -parameters.
• The edCM system can also be constructed from gauge origami setup for gauge theories with ordinary
gauge group [15, 16]. By applying similar gauge origami construction to the super gauge group, it will
be interesting to construct a possible double version of elliptic double Calogero-Moser (d2CM) system.
The resultant quantum integrable system should take value on Z2 × Z2-graded superalgebra [52, 53].
• For theories with ordinary gauge group, the wave functions of the associated quantum integrable systems
are identified with the orbifolded instanton partitions up to overall abelian factors [16]. It is natural to ask
if the same results also holds in general for their super gauge group counterparts.
• It would also be interesting to understand more about the various co-dimension two surface defects within
the supergroup gauge theories, their effective world volume theories and its class-S interpretation [54].
• Despite name resemblance, super spin chain system of (4.14) is different from so called superalgebra spin
system discussed in various papers [11, 12], which the spin system is defined on, e.g., sl(n+|n−) algebra.
Actually the spin symmetry depends on the quiver structure under the Bethe/Gauge correspondence [20,
43], and such quiver gauge theories corresponding to sl(n+|n−) superalgebra spin chains have been
constructed in [37, 38, 55].
3Although we have tuned θ = 1 to reproduce the super Toda lattice system, it would be interesting to keep the deformation parameter
θ, and study the corresponding θ-deformation of super Toda system.
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• In this paper, we have focused on 4d N = 2 supergroup gauge theory to study its correspondence to
the rational-type integrable system. We could generalize this setup to 5d N = 1 and 6d N = (1, 0)
theories with supergroup gauge symmetry to explore the correspondence to the trigonometric and elliptic
integrable systems [56].
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A List of Relevant Mathematical Functions
In this appendix, we provide some relevant details about the mathematical functions used in the main text.
A.1 Random Partition
A partition is defined as a way of expressing a non-negative integer n as a summation over other non-negative
integers. Each partition can be labeled by a Young diagram λ = (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ`(λ) > 0) with λi ∈ N
such that
n = |λ| =
`(λ)∑
i=1
λi, (A.1)
where `(λ) denotes the number of rows in λ. We define the generating function of such a partition as∑
λ
q|λ| =
1
(q; q)∞
, (q; q)∞ =
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn) ; (A.2a)
∑
λ
t`(λ)q|λ| =
1
(qt; q)∞
; (qt; q)∞ =
∞∏
n=1
(1− tqn). (A.2b)
Here we also define the q-shifted factorial (the q-Pochhammer symbol) as
(z; q)n =
n−1∏
m=0
(1− zqm). (A.3)
A.2 The Elliptic Function
Here we fix our notation for the elliptic functions. The so-called Dedekind eta function is denoted as
η(τ) = e
piiτ
12 (q; q)∞, (A.4)
where q = exp (2piiτ). The first Jacobi theta function is denoted as:
θ11(z; τ) = ie
piiτ
4 z
1
2 (q; q)∞(qz; q)∞(z−1; q)∞, (A.5)
whose series expansion
θ11(z; τ) = i
∑
r∈Z+ 12
(−1)r− 12 zrepiiτr2 = i
∑
r∈Z+ 12
(−1)r− 12 erxepiiτr2 , (A.6)
implies that it obeys the heat equation
1
pii
∂
∂τ
θ11(z; τ) = (z∂z)
2θ11(z; τ). (A.7)
The Weierstrass ℘-function
℘(z) =
1
z2
+
∑
p,q≥0
{
1
(z + p+ qτ)2
− 1
(p+ qτ)2
}
, (A.8)
is related to theta and eta functions by
℘(z; τ) = −(z∂z)2 log θ11(z; τ) + 1
pii
∂τ log η(τ). (A.9)
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A.3 Higher rank Theta function
Let us also define
ΘÂN−1(~z; τ) = η(τ)
N
∏
α>β
θ11(zα/zβ ; τ)
η(τ)
(A.10)
as the rank N − 1 theta function, which also satisfies the generalized heat equation
N
∂
∂τ
ΘÂN−1(~z; τ) = pii∆~zΘÂN−1(~z; τ), (A.11)
with the N -variable Laplacian:
∆~z =
N−1∑
ω=0
(zω∂zω )
2. (A.12)
A.4 The Orbifolded Partition
For the purpose in the main text, we consider the orbifolded coupling
q =
N−1∏
ω=0
qω; qω+N = qω, (A.13)
and
qω =
zω
zω−1
; zω+N = qzω. (A.14)
We also consider the orbifolded version of the generating function of partitions (q; q)−1∞ in (A.2). Given a finite
partition λ = (λ1, . . . , λ`(λ)), we define
Qλω =
λ1∏
j=1
q
λTj
ω+1−j =
`(λ)∏
i=1
zω
zω−λi
. (A.15)
where the transposed partition is denoted by λT. The summation over all possible partitions is given by
Qω =
∑
λ
Qλω =
∑
λ
`(λ)∏
i=1
(
zω
zω−λi
)
=
∑
l0,...,lN−1,l≥0
N−1∏
α=1
(
zω
zα
)lα
ql. (A.16)
The function Q(~z; τ) is the orbifolded version of the generating function of partitions (A.2),
Q(~z; τ) =
N−1∏
ω=0
Qω(~z; τ)
=
∏
N−1≥α>β≥0
1
( zαzβ ; q)∞(q
zβ
zα
; q)∞
N−1∏
α=0
1
(q; q)∞
=
∏
N−1≥α>β≥0
q1/12η(τ)
√
zα/zβ
θ11(zα/zβ ; τ)
×
[
q1/24
η(τ)
]N
=
η(τ)−N ∏
N−1≥α>β≥0
η(τ)
θ11(zα/zβ ; τ)
 qN2/24
~z~ρ
=
1
ΘÂN−1(~z; τ)
qN
2/24
~z~ρ
, (A.17)
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where ~ρ is the Weyl vector of SU(N) Lie group, whose entries are given as
~ρ = (ρ0, . . . , ρN−1); ρω = ω − N − 1
2
; |~ρ|2 =
N−1∑
ω=0
ρ2ω =
N(N2 − 1)
12
; ~z~ρ =
N−1∏
ω=0
zρωω . (A.18)
Using eq. (A.11), it is easy to prove that the Q-function satisfies
0 =
∑
ω
∇qω logQ−
1
2
∆~z logQ+
1
2
∑
ω
(∇zω logQ)2, (A.19)
with ∑
ω
∇qω = N∇q + ~ρ · ∇~z. (A.20)
B Superalgebra and Supermatrix
In this short appendix we also specify our conventions of superalgebra and supermatrices used in the main text.
See also [34, 35] for details.
B.1 Superalgebra
A superalgebra is a Z2-graded algebra. It is an algebra over a commutative ring or field K with decomposition
into even and odd elements and a multiplication operator that respects the grading. A superalgebra over K is
defined by direct sum decomposition
A = A0 ⊕A1 (B.1)
with a bilinear multiplication A×A→ A such that
Ai ×Aj ⊆ Ai+j . (B.2)
A parity is assigned to every element x ∈ A, denoted as |x|, is either 0 or 1 depending on whether x is in A0 or
A1. Define supercommutator by
[x, y] = xy − (−1)|x||y|yx. (B.3)
A superalgebra A is said to be commutative if
[x, y] = 0 ∀x, y ∈ A. (B.4)
B.2 Supermatrix
A supermatrix is a Z2-graded analog of ordinary matrix. Specially it is a 2 × 2 block matrix with entries in
superalgebra R. R can be either commutative superalgebra (e.g. Grassmannian algebra) or ordinary field. A
supermatrix of dimension (r|s)× (p|q) is a matrix
X =
(
X00 X01
X10 X11
)
(B.5)
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with r + s rows and p + q columns. The block matrices X00 and X11 consist solely of even graded element
in R, while X01 and X10 consist solely of odd graded elements in R. If X is a square matrix, its supertrace is
defined as
str(X) = tr(X00)− tr(X11). (B.6)
For an invertible supermatrix over commutative super algebra, its superdeterminant (Berezinian) is defined as
sdet = det(X00 −X01X−111 X10) det(X11)−1 = det(X00) det(X11 −X10X−100 X01)−1. (B.7)
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